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Abst rac t - -We investigate the computational complexity of the Steiner tree problem in graphs 
when the distance matrix is graded, i.e., has increasing, respectively, decreasing rows, or increasing, 
respectively, decreasing columns, or both. We exactly characterize polynomially solvable and NP-hard 
variants, and thus, establish a sharp borderline between easy and difficult cases of this optimization 
problem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the Steiner Tree Problem in complete graphs, the input consists of a complete graph G = (V, E) 
with vertex set V = {1,. . .  ,n}, a symmetric n x n distance matrix D = (dij), where dij > 0 for 
1 < i < j < n, and a set N C V of terminal vertices. A Steiner tree is a tree in G that spans 
all vertices in N and an arbitrary subset of the vertices in V - N. The goal is to find a so-called 
Steiner minimal tree, i.e., a Steiner tree whose length ( = sum of the distances of the included 
edges) is minimum. (Note that the distances dii do not play any role in the Steiner tree problem, 
and hence, the diagonal entries of D may remain unspecified.) 
A comprehensive overview of results on the Steiner tree problem in graphs is given in Part I I  
of the book by Hwang, Richards and Winter [1]. The general Steiner tree problem in graphs is 
well known to be computationally intractable since it is an NP-hard problem (see [2]). However, 
many optimization problems like the travelling salesman problem (cf. [3]) or location problems 
(cf. [4]) become asier to solve if the corresponding distance matrix fulfills certain combinatorial 
conditions. In this note, we follow this line of research and investigate the Steiner tree problem 
on graded distance matrices (cf. [3]). The gradedness property of symmetric matrices concerns 
the rows and/or columns of the triangular submatrix above the main diagonal. More precisely, 
a symmetric n x n matrix D is called graded up its rows (D E JR1"], for short) if 
dij < dik, for all i < j < k < n. (1) 
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Similarly, matrix D is graded down its rows (D E [R~]) if 
dij >_ d~k, for all i < j < k < n. (2) 
In other words, the matrix is called graded up (respectively, down) the rows, if the entries in 
the rows are increasing when moving away from (respectively, towards) the main diagonal. The 
property of being graded up (down) the columns is defined in an analogous way and denoted by 
D e [CT] (D E [CI]). With every matrix D = (dij), we associate its reverse matrix D-  which is 
defined by d~ = dn-~+l,n-j+l for 1 < i , j  < n. Clearly, matrix D is graded up (down) its rows 
if and only if D-  is graded up (down) its columns. 
Our complexity results may be summarized as follows: if the underlying distance matrix is in 
[RT], [RI], [CT], or [Cl], then the Steiner problem remains NP-hard. If the underlying distance 
matrix is in [RTCT], [RTCJ.], [RICT], or [RIC~], then the Steiner problem is solvable in polynomial 
time. Because of the duality between the gradedness of a matrix and the gradedness of the reverse 
of this matrix, the NP-hardness of [RT] and [RI] implies the NP-hardness of the other two cases. 
These two NP-hardness results are derived in Section 2. Similarly, to get the other claimed 
results, it is sufficient to prove that [RTCT], [R~CJ.], and [RTC~] are solvable in polynomial time, 
since [R$CT] is dual to [RTC~]. This is done in Section 3. 
2. NP-HARDNESS RESULTS 
In this section, we study the computational complexity of the Steiner tree problem if the 
distance matrix is graded up or down its rows. Both versions of the problem are NP-hard, but 
they require somewhat different lines of proof. Both proofs are done by reductions from the 
NP-complete EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS problem (see [5]) which is defined as follows. 
EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS 
INSTANCE. A set X = {xl,.. . ,X3q} of 3q > 3 elements, and a collection C = {cl,...,C3q} of 
3-element subsets of X, ICI -- 3q. Every element of X is contained in at least one member of C. 
QUESTION. Does C contain a subcoUection C* C_ C such that every element of X occurs in 
exactly one member of C*? (Note that in this case, IC*[ = q must hold.) 
Note that the formulation of EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS in [5] does not impose the restriction 
ICI = 3q on the input (which makes the ratio ICI/IXI equal to 1). However, by repeatedly 
duplicating a triple in C (which increases the ratio ICI/[X D or by repeatedly introducing a new 
triple with three new elements (which decreases this ratio), every unrestricted instance of EXACT 
COVER BY 3-SETS may be transformed into an equivalent instance with IC I = IX I. Hence, our 
formulation of EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS is also NP-hard. 
THEOREM 2.1. The Steiner tree problem is NP-hard on distance matrices in [R~]. 
PROOF. Let an instance of EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS be given. From this, construct an 
instance of the Steiner tree problem in the following way. There are 6q+l vertices: for 1 < i < 3q, 
the vertex i is called a triple-vertex and corresponds to the triple c~ in C. For 1 < j < 3q, the 
vertex 3q + j is called an element-vertex and corresponds to the element xj in X. Vertex 6q + 1 
is called the central-vertex. The distances are defined as follows: 
10q , i f l< i< j<3qor3q+l<i< j<6q+l ,  
2 (6q+l - j )q ,  i f l  < i<3q<j<6qandx jEc~,  
d~j-- 2 (6q+l - j )q+q+l ,  i f l< i _<3q<j_<6qandx j~c~,  
1, i f l  < i < 3q and j  = 6q+ 1. 
By symmetry of the distance matrix D, this also defines the entries below the main diagonal. It 
is easy to verify that the resulting matrix is graded own its rows. The set N of terminal vertices 
is the set {3q + 1,. . . ,  6q} of element-vertices. 
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We claim that there exists a Steiner tree of length L = 3q2(3q+ 1) +q if and only if the instance 
of EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS has a solution. 
(If) Assume that there exists a solution C* C C, IC*I = q, of the EXACT COVER BY 3- 
SETS instance. Construct a Steiner tree that contains the central-vertex 6q ÷ 1 together with 
the edges connecting the central-vertex to the q triple-vertices corresponding to the triples in C*. 
Moreover, for every triple ci = {xil, x~2, xi3 } E C*, the Steiner tree contains the three edges that 
connect he triple-vertex i to the three element-vertices 3q -t- il, 3q ÷ i2, and 3q + i3. Clearly, the 
resulting tree connects all terminal vertices in N to each other. The q edges that are incident 
to the central-vertex have total length q and the 3q edges that connect he triple-vertices to the 
element-vertices have lengths 2q, 4q, 6q, . . . ,  6q2; all in all, this yields a total length of exactly L. 
(Only if) Now assume that there exists a Steiner tree T* of length at most L. First, observe 
that no edge of length 10q 4 can be contained in T*, since L < 10q 4 holds. Hence, the only 
candidate dges for T* are the edges that connect he central-vertex to a triple-vertex or an 
element-vertex to a triple-vertex. Second, we claim that in T*, every element-vertex 3q÷ j is a 
leaf and it is adjacent o a triple-vertex i with xj Eci.  Since every element-vertex is a terminal 
vertex in N, it must have at least one incident edge in T*. There are two types of edges connecting 
an element-vertex 3q÷ j to triple-vertices: cheap edges of length 2(6q ÷ 1 - j )q that connect he 
vertex 3q + j  to triple-vertices i with xj E ci, and expensive dges of length 2(6q + 1 - j)q + q ÷ 1 
that connect 3q + j  to triple-vertices i with xj ¢ ci. Note that if each element-vertex is connected 
to a triple-vertex via a cheap edge, the total length of these 3q connecting cheap edges equals 
2q ÷ 4q + 6q ÷. . .  ÷ 6q 2 = L - q. Taking a single expensive dge would increase the length of the 
resulting tree by at least q + 1, and hence, would make it exceed L. The claim follows. Third, 
we claim that there are exactly q triple-vertices participating in T*. It is necessary to have at 
least q of them in T*, just to connect every element-vertex to a triple-vertex via a cheap edge. 
And there are at most q of them in T*, since the cheapest way of connecting them to each other 
is via the central-vertex, and since this costs a length of 1 per participating triple-vertex. 
Summarizing, there are exactly q triple-vertices participating in T* and every triple-vertex i 
is connected to the three element-vertices 3q -t- il, 3q ÷ i2, and 3q ÷ ia with c~ = {x~l,x~2,xi~}. 
Hence, the triples corresponding to triple-vertices in T* constitute a solution for the EXACT 
COVER BY 3-SETS instance. | 
THEOREM 2.2. The Steiner tree problem is NP-hard on distance matrices in [RT]. 
PROOF. Let an instance of EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS be given. Construct an instance of the 
Steiner tree problem with 6q vertices. Vertices i with 1 < i < 3q correspond to triples ci in C, 
and vertices 3q q- j ,  1 <_ j _< 3q correspond to the elements xj in X. The distances are defined as 
follows: 
1, i f l< i< j<3q,  
10q 4, if 3q÷ 1 < i < j _ 6q, 
dij = 2( j -3q)q ,  i f l  < i<3q<j<_6qandx j  Ec~, 
2( j -3q)q+q+l ,  i f l  < i<3q<j<:6qandx j  ~c~. 
The resulting matrix is graded up its rows. Define N = {3q ÷ 1 , . . . ,  6q). By arguments that are 
parallel to those in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it can be shown that there exists a Steiner tree 
of length 3q2(3q ÷ 1) + q - 1 if and only if the instance of EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS has a 
solution. | 
3. POLYNOMIAL  T IME RESULTS 
In this section, we study the computational complexity of the Steiner tree problem if the 
distance matrix is graded both along its rows and along its columns. We demonstrate hat in all 
resulting four cases, the Steiner tree problem becomes olvable in polynomial time. 
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THEOREM 3.1. The Steiner tree problem for n x n distance matrices in [RTCT] is solvable in 
O(n 2) time. This time complexity is the best possible. 
PROOF. Consider an n x n distance matrix D E [RTCT]. From inequality (1) for [R~] and from 
the corresponding inequality for [CT], one derives that 
djk <_ djt <_ die, for a l l l  < i< j<k<g<n.  (3) 
Now select from among all Steiner minimal trees a tree T* that additionally minimizes 
{ [ i -  j [ :  e = (i , j)  is an edge in T*}. (4) 
Suppose that for i < j < k, tree T* contains both edges ( i , j )  and (i, k); then one may replace 
the edge (i, k) by the edge (j, k). This operation yields another tree T' and because of (3), the 
length of T'  is not greater than the length of T*. However, the value of the expression in (4) 
for T ' is smaller than for T*, and thus, contradicts the definition of T*. Similarly, one argues 
that T* does not contain two edges (i, k) and (j, k) with i < j < k. Summarizing, every vertex 
in T* has at most two incident edges: at most one that leads to a vertex with lower number, and 
at most one that leads to a vertex with higher number. 
We conclude that T* is a path with vertices ix < i2 < ...  < ip and edge set {(ik,ik+l) : 1 < 
k < p - 1}, where N C {ik : 1 < k < p}. Therefore, a Steiner minimal tree can be computed in 
polynomial time by a sequence of shortest path computations as follows. Let ul < u2 < .. .  < us 
be an enumeration of the vertices in N. For 1 < k < s - 1, compute a shortest path Pi from uk to 
uk+l through the intermediate vertex set {v • uk <_ v <_ Uk+l}. Then the union of the vertex and 
edge sets of the paths Pi yields a Steiner minimal tree. Reaching the claimed time complexity of 
O(n 2) is straightforward by applying standard shortest path algorithms. 
To show that every algorithm for the Steiner tree problem on matrices in [RTCT] must have 
time complexity ~(n2), we proceed as follows. Consider the instance with an n x n matrix D 
defined by dij = 21i - J l  and with N = {1, n}. Clearly, D 6 [R]'CT] holds. The Steiner minimal 
tree is a path from 1 to n, and all such paths have the same length 2n - 2. We claim that, 
nevertheless, any solution algorithm must look at every single edge. Suppose, the algorithm 
would never look at the edge (k, 2). Changing the weight dke down to 21k - e I - 1 and leaving 
all other weight unchanged yields another matrix in [RTCT]. However, the length of the Steiner 
minimal tree drops down to 2n - 3, and the algorithm would overlook this. Finally, since there 
are O(n 2) edges, our claim follows. | 
THEOREM 3.2. The Steiner tree problem is solvable in O(n) time for n x n distance matrices in 
[me1]. 
PROOF. Consider an n x n distance matrix D e [RTC~]. This implies 
dij < dik <_ djk, for a l l l< i< j<k<n.  (5) 
Now select from among all Steiner minimal trees a tree T* for which the vertex with lowest 
number has the largest degree; let ~ denote the vertex with lowest number in T*. Suppose that 
for £ < j < k, the tree T* contains the edge (j, k): removing (j, k) and inserting either (g,j) 
or (£, k) yields another tree T'. By (5), T ~ does not have greater length than T*, but its vertex 
has higher degree than vertex g in T*. This contradicts the definition of T*. Hence, T* is a star 
with root 2. Clearly, all leaves in T* belong to N. In case ~ ¢ N and g # 1 holds, one may move 
the root of T* into vertex 1 without increasing the length of T ° by (5). 
Summarizing, one of the following two trees is a Steiner minimal tree: either the star T1 with 
root 1 and edges to all vertices in N, or the star T2 with root in the vertex of N with lowest 
number and edges to all other vertices in N. Computing the lengths of these two trees and finding 
the better one can be trivially done in O(n) time. | 
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THEOREM 3.3. The Steiner tree problem for n x n distance matrices in [R~C~] is solvable in 
O(n) time. 
PROOF. Consider an n x n distance matrix D 6 [R~C~]. Then, 
djk _> die > dit, for all 1 < i < j < k < ~ < n. 
Select from among all Steiner minimal trees a tree T* that additionally maximizes the expression 
in (4). Let ~* and r* denote the vertices in T* with lowest and highest number, respectively. We 
claim that every leaf in T* is either adjacent o ~* or to r*. Suppose otherwise, and let vl be a 
leaf in T* that is adjacent o a vertex v2 with ~* < v2 < r*. Without loss of generality, assume 
that vl < v2. Then, replacing the edge (vl,v2) by (vl, r*) yields another Steiner minimal tree 
and the expression i  (4) is increased by this; a contradiction. Hence, every leaf in T* is adjacent 
to ~* or r*, which in turn implies that every vertex v in T*, e* ~ v ~t r* is a leaf and is adjacent 
to g* or r*. 
Moreover, it can be seen that the only candidates for ~* are vertex 1 and min{v E N}, and 
that the only candidates for r* are vertex n and max(v E N}. Hence, we only have to check 
four pairs of candidates and take the shortest corresponding Steiner tree for these four pairs. For 
every pair of candidates for ~* and r*, the corresponding Steiner tree consists of the edge (~*, r*) 
and of edges (£*,v) or (r*,v) for v E N, where we always take the shorter one of these two 
edges. | 
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